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a b s t r a c t

The development and validation of a model for the study of pore-scale transport phenomena and elec-
trochemistry in a Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) anode are presented in this work. This model couples
mass transport processes with a detailed reaction mechanism, which is used to model the electrochem-
ical oxidation kinetics. Detailed electrochemical oxidation reaction kinetics, which is known to occur
in the vicinity of the three-phase boundary (TPB) interfaces, is discretely considered in this work. The
TPB regions connect percolating regions of electronic and ionic conducting phases of the anode, nickel
(Ni) and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), respectively; with porous regions supporting mass transport of
attice Boltzmann method
odeling

riple phase boundary
nterfacial
eaction mechanism

the fuel and product. A two-dimensional (2D), multi-species lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is used to
describe the diffusion process in complex pore structures that are representative of the SOFC anode. This
diffusion model is discretely coupled to a kinetic electrochemical oxidation mechanism using localized
flux boundary conditions. The details of the oxidation kinetics are prescribed as a function of applied
activation overpotential and the localized hydrogen and water mole fractions. This development effort is
aimed at understanding the effects of the anode microstructure within TPB regions. This work describes

futur
the methods used so that

. Background and introduction

Overpotentials attributed to the oxygen reduction reaction
ORR) in the SOFC cathode have typically driven research efforts
imed at improving the structures and catalysts; however, the
nodic electrochemical oxidation reactions can also play a con-
iderable role [1–3]. Recent studies have suggested that losses
ssociated with the reduction processes may be as substantial as
hose in the cathode, but may be more accessible for optimization
nd quite important on the overall SOFC performance and durabil-
ty [2,4–6]. Recent experimental measurements on cells employing
dvanced composite cathodes supports additional consideration of
he anode [3,7,8]. Further, reviews of the pathways and mecha-
isms of degradation in the SOFC have shown that the anode is quite
usceptible to degradation related to the transport (e.g. mass, elec-
ronic, ionic, and heat) and activation processes [4,5]. An improved
nderstanding of the coupled transport and electrochemical oxida-

ion processes is needed to provide the scientific insight necessary
o address issues such as microstructural optimization and degra-
ation mitigation. The development of a framework for coupling
etailed transport and electrochemical reaction kinetics models
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within detailed structures representative of the SOFC anode is the
focus of this work.

The state of the art SOFC typically consists of a porous Ni–YSZ
ceramic–metallic composite (i.e. cermet) anode, thin-film YSZ
electrolyte, and porous LSM–YSZ cathode [1]. Electrical work is per-
formed by the extracting the chemical energy that is available in
the global reaction,

H2 + 1
2 O2 → H2O �Grxn

∣∣
973 K

= −194.059(kJ/mol) (1)

where the change in Gibbs free energy for the global reaction,
�Grxn, is a measure of the energy available to do work for an ideal
system. Here, it is defined at 973 K and atmospheric pressure, a rea-
sonable operating condition for the SOFC, which corresponds to an
electromotive force (EMF) of 1.01 V.

In the anode, the electrochemical oxidation of hydrogen, or the
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), consumes the fuel (H2) and
an oxide anion (O2−), while producing water vapor (H2O) and free
electrons (e−). This is expressed as,

H(g)
2 +O2−

electrolyte → H2O(g) + 2e−Ni (2)

−
where the (g) superscript denotes the gas phase species, eNi is

an electron in the Ni electrode, and O2−
electrolyte is an oxygen ion

in the YSZ electrolyte. For electrochemical oxidation to occur,
an electron conducting phase, oxygen ion conducting phase, and
hydrogen molecule all must be in close proximity with continuous

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:wchiu@engr.uconn.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.10.067
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Nomenclature

Ci concentration of species i, mol m−3

Dij binary diffusivity between species i, j, m2 s−1

F Faraday’s constant, 96,485 A s mol−1

H domain height, m
i current density, A m−2

i0 exchange current density, A m−2

Ii molecule impingement rate of species i, m−2 s−1

J mole flux, mol m−2 s−1

J* non-dimensional molar flux
k+n forward reaction rate constant, s−1

k−n reverse reaction rate constant, s−1

L domain length, m
mi mass of molecule of species i, kg
Mi molecular weight of species i, kg kmol−1

ni number density species i, m−3

NA Avogadro’s number, 6.023×1023 mol−1

N0 active site density, m−2

P pressure, N m−2

rn reaction rate n, s−1

R universal gas constant, 8.314 J mol−1 K−1

S surface site
s0
i

initial sticking coefficient of species i
t time, s
T absolute temperature, K
x* dimensionless length = x/L
y* dimensionless height = y/H

Greek
ˇ charge transfer coefficient, 0.5
� excess variable
ε porosity
� overpotential, V
�i species surface coverage species i = Ci/N0
� density, kg m−3

� conductivity, S cm−1

ϕ potential, V
 scalar mass transfer coefficient = L/D13/CT

Superscripts〈
A
〉

area-specific〈
V
〉

volume-specific
0 initial or equilibrium value
g gas phase
* non-dimensional variable

Subscripts

p
r
t
i
d
t
t
Y
r
i
t
i
c

Fig. 1. Schematic of the electrochemical mechanism considered in this work,
adapted from [15,26]. The dissociative adsorption/desorption of H2

(g) and molecular
adsorption/desorption of H2O(g) (1) occurs on the Ni catalytic surface. Adsorption is
limited to vacant surface sites. Adsorption is governed by the molecular impinge-
ment rates and statistical sticking coefficients of the respective molecules. All species
are considered surface reactive intermediate species (2). These intermediates can
diffuse on the Ni surface and propagate through a number of reaction pathways (3).
Termination of the mechanism considers an interstitial O2− maintains a spillover
process from the bulk YSZ onto the Ni surface near the TPB (4). The O2− looses
two electrons and leaves a vacancy in the YSZ during the spillover process (5). The
vacancy will be refilled by ionic transport. Because this represents a charge trans-

2−
i, j species
V surface vacancy

athways to the current collector, electrolyte, and fuel channel,
espectively. The region where the three discrete phases meet is
ypically described as the three-phase boundary (TPB). This region
s noted in the schematic provided in Fig. 1, which is used in more
etail in the proceeding sections. The charge/mass carriers, which
ake the form of the discrete Ni, YSZ, and pore-phases, exemplify
he multifunctional nature of the problem. The resistivity of the
SZ to oxide ion transport is more substantial than the electronic

esistivity of the Ni and the mobility of the H2 fuel and H2O product
n the vapor phase. Therefore, the electrochemical oxidation reac-
ions occur at TPB regions in the proximity of the anode–electrolyte
nterface [1,9,10]. These reactions occur in regions that are often
haracterized by an active utilization width. The active width of
fer process where the O is being electrically neutralized by the electrochemical
oxidation reaction as it spills onto the Ni surface, its rate is significantly affected
by the local overpotential, which is of direct relation to the electrostatic potential
difference (�ϕ) across the Ni–YSZ interface.

the anode that is utilized for these reactions can be measured
into the anode from the normal of the anode–electrolyte interface.
For a porous Ni–YSZ cermet anode, recent use of discrete elec-
trochemically active functional layers in high performance SOFC
cells suggests that an active region of 5–20 �m can be expected
[9,11–14].

When percolation paths through the respective phases/regions
to the TPB exist, electrochemical oxidation can occur. The Faradaic
portion of this electrochemical process results in the consump-
tion of hydrogen, production of water, and electrical neutralization
of the ionic current in favor of an electronic current. The mecha-
nism by which this process occurs can be represented by a series
of competing chemical adsorption, desorption, and surface reac-
tions [5,15–19]. Rate expressions associated with the mass flux of
each of the participating species can be prescribed using a mech-
anistic description of these processes. In this work, localized and
discrete boundary conditions are used to couple a representative
kinetic mechanism describing these processes to a diffusion mass
transport model. This coupling provides the ability to investigate
the effects of the coupled electrochemistry and mass transport near
the TPB regions of a SOFC anode. A lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
is used to describe the diffusion process. It is chosen because of its
ability to treat complex pore geometries with a high fidelity while
using a regular mesh/grid, localized porous microstructural effects,
discrete and adaptive boundary conditions characteristic of elec-
trochemical processes, and mass transport at micron to nanometer
length-scales typical in a SOFC microstructure (i.e. a mean pore
diameter of 0.1–1.0 �m). These requirements typically make more-

traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models based on
the Navier–Stokes equations inaccurate or computationally.

The goal of this paper is to discuss the development of the tools
necessary to examine the validity of a detailed and locally vary-
ing electrochemical boundary condition, coupled to a LBM scheme,
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or investigating mass transport in SOFC anode. This development
s completed to provide a tool that is capable of providing a better
nderstanding of the electrochemical and mass transport processes
hat occur in the TPB regions of the SOFC. A 2D, multi-species model
s presented in this study. The extension of the numeric methods
sed to describe mass transfer in the SOFC structure to full 3D
tructures is straight-forward and documented elsewhere [20,21].
he use of actual SOFC microstructures for detailed quantitative
haracterization of the SOFC microstructure and/or as structural
nputs which can consider the coupling of the electronic and ionic
harge transport in the respective Ni and YSZ phases have recently
een reported [21–25]. The inclusion of these details along with
lternative electrochemical oxidation mechanisms will be consid-
red in future studies. Some preliminary results are provided to
emonstrate the capabilities of the approach and methods.

. Method of approach

To provide a detailed and discrete understanding of the effects
f the electrochemical oxidation mechanism, a detailed six-step
eaction mechanism [15,16] is used to describe the details of the net
xidation reaction in Eq. (2). This mechanism represents a complete
athway and has been well discussed within the literature. There
re several apparent shortcomings that will be discussed, but the
echanism provides a clean and detailed framework to understand

he coupled system using the detailed kinetics. There has been a
reat deal of recent work in the formulation of a complete mecha-
ism for the description of the electrochemical oxidation kinetics

n the SOFC anode that provide their own unique merits, such
s [17–19,26–28]. These mechanisms will be considered in future
orks that are focused on the detailed effects of the considered

lectrochemical mechanism from a more fundamental perspective.
ith this caution, the mechanism selected can be shown,

(g)
2 + 2SNi

k1,k−1←→ 2H · SNi (3)

2O(g) + SNi
k2,k−2←→H2O · SNi (4)

· SNi +H · SNi
k3,k−3←→OH · SNi + SNi (5)

2O · SNi +O · SNi
k4,k−4←→ 2OH · SNi (6)

2O · SNi + SNi
k5,k−5←→OH · SNi +H · SNi (7)

x
O + SNi

k6,k−6←→O · SNi + V..O + 2e−Ni (8)

here SNi is a Ni surface vacancy, i·SNi a Ni surface species interme-
iate, kn and k−n are the forward and reverse reaction rate constants
or reaction n, respectively. An oxygen ion interstitial, OxO, and an
xygen ion vacancy, V..O, in the bulk YSZ are also used. A visual rep-
esentation of the pathway is provided in the schematic shown in
ig. 1. Within this reaction mechanism, Eqs. (3 and 4) represent
dsorption and desorption of the gas phase species onto the Ni
urface, Eqs. (5–7) are surface intermediate reactions, and are con-
istent with Langmuir-Hinshelwood type kinetic processes, and Eq.
8) is the charge transfer reaction. All of the reactions in Eqs. (3–8)
re considered reversible.

The mechanism described here maintains a number of impor-
ant assumptions. These include: (i) the mechanism is derived for
pattern Ni–YSZ anode with discrete line phases of Ni and YSZ

o control the TPB length, locations, and active widths. The mech-
nisms for a Ni–YSZ cermet anode are more complex and less
nderstood; however, the requirement for the TPB condition is
nalogous. Further, (ii), Eq. (8) is the only charge transfer reaction

nd is considered as a two electron process. All other reactions are
ssumed to occur in a neutral manner and adsorption and desorp-
ion are non-activated reactions and therefore only dependent on
ocal thermodynamic conditions. The charge transfer step, Eq. (8),
iii) is treated as a single elementary step derived from the oxygen
urces 195 (2010) 2331–2345 2333

spillover onto the Ni surface. This results in a charge transfer mech-
anism that resembles that of the Butler–Volmer equation. Because
hydrogen spillover onto the YSZ phase is not considered, (iv) the
YSZ is not considered to be available as an active surface at this time.
If these effects were considered, parallel and competing mecha-
nisms on the respective Ni and YSZ surfaces could occur. Sufficient
phases and continuous, or percolating, pathways are assumed for
the respective charge carriers at active site boundary conditions;
(v) concentrations of ion and ion vacancies are assumed constant in
the electrolyte; (vi) reaction rate constants are assumed to be inde-
pendent of surface coverage; (vii) intermediate surface species are
bounded in such a way that no interaction with gas phase species
occurs; (viii) hydrogen is adsorbed in a dissociative manner while
water is adsorbed in molecularly. During this process, their associ-
ated initial sticking coefficients are assumed constant [29]; and (ix)
the detailed carriers, pathways, and potentials associated with the
electronic (Ni) and ionic (YSZ) charge carriers are neglected at this
time.

Among the more significant assumptions made is that the over-
potential in the TPB regions is assumed and held constant because
the detailed charge carriers and pathways are neglected at this time.
This work is intended to outline the development and coupling
of the electrochemistry and diffusion processes, and therefore this
discussion is limited to these processes. Since the initial develop-
ment of these methods, additional papers that couple these charge
transport processes with 1D effective medium model have been
demonstrated by the authors [22]. Subsequent studies will incor-
porate these effects.

Despite the assumptions required to utilize the electrochem-
ical mechanism, it is considered because it provides a complete
mechanism with a strong basis for the necessary assumptions.
Additionally, detailed sets of reaction rate constants were avail-
able from experimental work, surface science data available, and
other analytic analysis [15,16]. More recent mechanisms con-
sider the spillover of atomic hydrogen onto the YSZ surface and
split the charge transfer process as single electron processes
[19,26,28,30,31]. These works have shown improved replication of
the cathodic branch of the Tafel plots when compared to experi-
mental works and thermodynamic consistency for the Arrhenius
behavior. These mechanisms will be considered in future works.

Understanding the limitations of the electrochemical mecha-
nisms used in this study, the selection of a single rate-limiting step
within the mechanism would permit the other rate equations to be
equilibrated and a Langmuir–Hinshelwood type rate equation to be
formed. However, several of the reactions within the mechanism
may occur at similar rates and therefore a more rigorous analy-
sis must be completed, which considers the rate change of surface
intermediate species described in Eqs. (3–8). With these types of
complex mechanisms, rate expressions for the surface intermedi-
ate species are formed through the completion of a species balance
of the surface intermediates, as has been discussed in [15,16], pro-
viding:

∂�H

∂t
=

(
2k1�V

2 − 2k−1�2
H − k3�H�O

+k−3�OH�V + k5�H2O�V − k−5�OH�H

)
(9)

∂�H2O

∂t
=

(
k2�V − k−2�H2O − k4�H2O�O

+k−4�OH
2 − k5�H2O�V + k−5�OH�H

)
(10)

∂�OH

∂t
=

(
k3�O�H − k−3�OH�V + 2k4�H2O�O

−2k−4�OH
2 + k5�H2O�V − k−5�OH�H

)
(11)
∂�O

∂t
=

(
−k3�O�H + k−3�OH�V − k4�H2O�O

+k−4�OH
2 + k6�V + k−6�O

)
(12)

1 = �V + �H + �OH + �H2O + �O (13)
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Table 1
Kinetic reaction rate constants at 973 K from Bessler [16].
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k1 k2 k3 k4 k5

k+n [s−1] x x 2.0×1011 1.0×1012 6.0×105

k−n [s−1] 2.4×108 1.0×1011 1.3×104 5.8×102 1.5×100

In these equations t is time, �i is a non-dimensional surface
overage of a surface intermediate species which represents the
raction of available surface sites covered by that surface species,
nd V denotes the Ni surface vacancy coverage. As shown, the gas
hase surface concentration of hydrogen and water are incorpo-
ated into k1 and k2 as partial pressures, respectively. The YSZ
xygen vacancies and ion concentrations are used for the treatment
f k6 and k−6, respectively. It is assumed that these concentrations
o not appreciably deviate from equilibrium during oxidation to
erform this elimination. A total site balance, shown in Eq. (13),
ffectively closes the set of first order differential equations in Eqs.
9–12).

Values for the reaction rate constants from Bessler [16] are
hown in Table 1. These reaction rate constants were chosen
ecause they are based upon surface measurements and optimized
o fit by means of electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to exper-
mental data. It should be noted that k1, k2, k6, and k−6 all require
ndividual treatment to model the physical systems. Addition-
lly, the rate constants can generally be adjusted for temperature
hrough an Arrhenius relationship; however, there are some ther-

odynamic inconsistencies in the formulation that make use of the
emperature dependence intractable at this time [32]. Thermody-
amic consistency and closure is met with more recently proposed
echanisms that will be considered in future studies.
The reaction rate constants k1 and k2 require custom treatment

or this study. These rate constants are associated to the adsorption
f gas phase hydrogen and water. Thus, they also are responsible
or the coupling the electrochemical kinetics to the LBM diffusion
rocesses. From kinetic theory, a rate of impingement of particles
f species, i, is defined as,

i =
Pi√

2� ·mi · kb · T
(14)

here Pi is the partial pressure of species, i, at the location of
mpingement, mi is the mass, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
he absolute temperature.

Using Eq. (14), the rate constants for the adsorption of gas phase
ydrogen and water onto the Ni surface, found in the reactions in
qs. (2 and 3), can be formed. A simplified form of the expressions
or k1 and k2, for hydrogen and water, respectively, is found as,

1, k2 = 2.6 · 1024 Pi√
Mi · T

· s
0
i

N0
(15)

here Mi is the molecular weight, s0
i

is the initial sticking coefficient
or species i, and N0 is the total number of active sites.

Like k1 and k2 limit the rate of adsorption of hydrogen and water,
6 and k−6 bound the Faradaic charge transfer process. Completing
charge balance for the forward and reverse directions of Eq. (8),

he charge transfer rate constants are derived,

6 = k0
6 · exp

(
ˇ
nF

RT
�
)

(16)

−6 = k0
−6 · exp

(
−(1− ˇ)

nF

RT
�
)

(17)
here� is the overpotential,ˇ is the charge transfer coefficient, R is
he universal gas constant, F is Faraday’s constant, n is the number
f electrons per hydrogen (i.e. 2), and k0

6 and k0
−6 are the equilibrium

eaction rate constant at zero overpotential.
urces 195 (2010) 2331–2345

The area-specific Faradaic current density in W m−2, i〈A〉F , result-
ing from the reaction is,

i〈A〉F = 2F
N0

NA
(k6�V − k−6�0) (18)

where the number density of available surface sites, N0, and Avo-
gadro’s number, NA, are required properties. This differs from the

volume-specific Faradaic current density in W m−3, i〈V〉F , which is
normalized by the length of the computational domain, L. Both
versions of the Faradaic current density are necessary at this time.
This is because the reactions occur at a discrete interface, requiring
an area-specific current density for treatment of the molar fluxes
resulting from the Faradaic processes in the mass transfer model.
Conversely, because the electronic and ionic charge carriers are not
explicitly treated at this time in this study, the volume-specific
Faradaic current density is required. The volume-specific current
density is used to determine the local electronic and ionic current
densities using a simple charge and mass balance. In Eq. (18), there
should be zero net current density at zero overpotential, as this
implies equilibrium. Separating terms in Eq. (18), two individual
terms can be derived that must individually be equal to a constant
reference current density. Rearranging, equilibrium rate constants
k0

6 and k0
−6 are derived,

k0
6 =

NA · i0
2F · N0 · �0

V

(19)

k0
−6 =

NA · i0
2F · N0 · �0

0

(20)

where �0
i

is the equilibrium coverage at zero overpotential for
species i, and i0 denotes the reference exchange current density.
This equilibrium coverage can be calculated by solving the system
of differential equations in Eqs. (9–12) with k0

6 and k0
−6 set to zero.

The mechanisms is now completely defined and the molar
hydrogen flux is found using Faraday’s law,

−→
JH2 · �n = −

−−→
JH2O · �n =

i〈A〉F
2F

(21)

where −→JH2 is the hydrogen flux, −−→JH2O is the water flux, and �n is the
unit normal.

At this point, the electrochemical system is defined in terms of
localized partial pressures, overpotentials, and other inputs char-
acteristic of the SOFC active region. In accordance with Eq. (21), the
flux defined by the electrochemical model must occur in a direction
normal to the active surface.

To couple the electrochemical mechanism to the LBM scheme,
electrochemically active flux boundary conditions are defined.
These boundary conditions are placed at any local boundary node
in the computational domain. Conceptually, the treatment of the
active boundaries within the computational domain is shown in
Fig. 2. The geometric input file for the LBM is a binary representation
of the structure, where ‘0’ represents an impermeable dense phase
(i.e. Ni or YSZ) and ‘1’ is the pore-phase. With the updated scheme,
to prescribe an interface as electrochemically active, a ‘2’ is used to
designate the local LBM node as requiring a discrete and local anal-
ysis of the electrochemical kinetics. More complete details on the
origin of the binary geometric representation and the application
to real geometric structures are described elsewhere [33].

To treat the electrochemical kinetics with this type of repre-
sentation, the reaction rate constants k1, k2, k6, and k−6 are all

updated at each active boundary location based upon the localized
surface partial pressures and overpotential. The system of differen-
tial equations, Eqs. (9–12), is solved to steady state at each active
boundary point for each time step in the mass transfer solution. This
type of solution method is required, with updated rate constants,
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ig. 2. A conceptual representation of the implementation of geometric structures
he pore and the black regions represent the dense Ni and YSZ materials. (b) A bin
ense region. (c) Discrete electrochemical boundary conditions are implemented w

or every LBM iteration step and is permissible using the pseudo-
teady state approximation (PSSA). The PSSA assumes that the
esidence time of the surface intermediate species, also called reac-
ive intermediates, is much smaller than any characteristic time of
he transport processes as is a common assumption in catalytically
ssisted reaction kinetics [32,34]. Residence times for these cat-
lytic reactions are typically on the order of pico- to nano-seconds.
ecause of the differences in time scales, the system of differential
qs. (9–12) is a stiff system of equations. A fourth-order Rosenbrock
ethod is used to facilitate rapid convergence. Analysis of the tran-

ient solutions provides equilibration on the order of a nanosecond
nd provides further confidence in the use of the PSSA steady state
olutions for the LBM mass transfer model. Similar approximations
nd estimations have been made using impedance data [15,16,35].

The LBM used for the diffusion model in this study is based
n the two-species LBM originally proposed by Luo and Girimaji
36] and extended by McCracken and Abraham for species of
ifferent molecular weights [37]. The approach used here is con-
istent with that of Joshi et al. who demonstrated the extension
f this approach for more than two-species with different molecu-

ar weights [38] and non-continuum diffusion [39]. Fluxes applied
y the LBM are calculated for each surface normal as described
y Shan and Doolen [40]. Fluxes from concave boundaries are not
onsidered (see Appendix B). Computational domain inlet mole

ig. 3. Verification of the electrochemical kinetic mechanism’s implementation
sing predicted reactive intermediate surface species coverage, �i , versus applied
verpotential, �, at 973 K, 101325 N m−2 total pressure, and partial pressures of H2

nd H2O of 2.5×104 and 4×101 N m−2, respectively, 420 A m−2 exchange current
ensity, and 1.67×10−5 mol m−2 Ni active surface site density. Results are com-
ared to those reported in the literature, where the lines are values predicted by the
lectrochemical model in this study and the symbols are values interpreted from
essler [16].
the model. (a) A representation of the pore-structure where the white regions are
resentation of this structure, as is read by the LBM, where ‘1’ is a pore and ‘0’ is a
nique binary indicator, ‘2’, at the interface. False colors are used as a visual guide.

fractions are fixed. Bounce-back, or zero slip, boundary condi-
tions were used on any solid surface that is not prescribed with
a flux or as an electrochemically active node [38,41]. Consistent
with the conservation principles, density, concentration, compo-
nent velocity, and mass average velocities are tracked and used
throughout the computational domain. Additional details on the
numeric methods employed in the LBM diffusion models are avail-
able in Appendix A, which reviews methods developed in other
publications [20,33,38,39]. Appendix B provides more mathemat-
ical details with regard to the development and implementation
of the discrete electrochemical kinetic boundary conditions within
the LBM algorithm.

Physically, the LBM mass transport model assumes continuum
diffusion. Computational models were developed using FORTRAN.
Parallelization was completed using Message Parsing Interface
(MPI) routines with an Intel compiler on a SGI Altix 3700. The use of
LBM provides a scalable computational framework through vertical
decomposition schemes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model verification

To verify the implementation of the electrochemical reaction
kinetics, their coupled use with the LBM mass transport model
requires verification. The LBM mass transfer model has previously
been reported by the authors. These studies include the detailed
multi-component mass transfer verifications and validations using
a variety of analytic and numeric techniques. Further, the LBM
algorithm has been show to recover Navier–Stokes formalism
and the corresponding species, and mass conservations properties
[20,33,38,39]. Detailed verifications are not repeated here.

The implementation of the electrochemical reaction kinetics is
initially verified independently of the LBM mass transfer model.
This is performed by comparing the individual species’ surface cov-
erage as a function of the overpotential. The model predictions
for these surface coverage values are compared to those that have
been previously reported within the literature [16]. This verifica-
tion is completed at 973 K, 101.325×103 N m−2, 1019 sites m−2 Ni
catalytic site density, 0.4 and 1.0 H2 and H2O vapor initial stick-
ing coefficients, respectively, 420 A m−2 exchange current density,
and partial pressures of hydrogen and water at 2.5×104 N m−2 and
40 N m−2, respectively. Results from this successful verification of

the model are provided in Fig. 3.

To elaborate further upon the physical behavior observed in
Fig. 3, the effect of Faradaic reaction on the overall electrochemical
processes is also observed. At zero overpotential there is no means
to drive the surface reactions so the system is primarily composed
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Fig. 4. A 2D pore of length, L, is used for the examination of the coupled electro-
chemical and mass transfer processes. Impermeable solid boundaries are placed at
a height, H, apart, electrochemically active boundaries are placed along the right-
hand pore outlet, and hydrogen and water mole fractions are applied at the adjacent
pore inlet. The non-dimensional flux coefficient,  = L/CT/D12, and thus the non-
dimensional flux, J*, and inlet H2 mole fraction were parameterized for this study.
At lower  values and higher inlet H2 mole fractions, the problem is kinetically
limited. However, as  increases and/or the inlet H2 mole fraction decreases, con-
centration losses begin to take hold. Because a constant overpotential is considered,
the onset of concentration losses begins to slow the Faradaic conversion of H2 to
336 K.N. Grew et al. / Journal of Po

f vacancies and hydrogen intermediates. The surface coverage of
ydrogen at zero overpotential is a function of the hydrogen partial
ressure, or mole fraction. At this equilibrium, there is no charge
ransfer to facilitate the development of oxygen that promotes
ther surface intermediates. The oxygen surface coverage increases
ith increasing overpotential, facilitating the surface reactions and

ncreases the coverage of the hydroxide intermediate. The increases
f oxygen and hydroxide intermediates occupy active sites that
ere previously vacant or contained hydrogen. As the overpotential

s further increased, the system begins to saturate with hydrox-
de around 400 mV. Around this point, there is no longer sufficient
ydrogen or vacancies available. Also shown in Fig. 3, water plays
nly a minor role in the surface reactions. However, it does still play
significant role in the partial pressure of hydrogen and therefore

s important when the electrochemical system is coupled to the
iffusion processes.

.2. Coupled electrochemical and mass transfer model

With the independent validation of the electrochemical and
BM diffusion models completed, the models are combined for
ore detailed studies. However, the non-dimensional molar flux

efinition is required for the combined system. Previous efforts
ave considered a constant non-dimensional flux, J*, for a tertiary
ystem,

∗ = J · L
CT · D13

(22)

where the non-dimensional flux is used to scale the LBM results
ith the real, physical problem [38]. In Eq. (22), J is magnitude of

he flux vector, L is the domain length, CT is the total concentra-
ion, and D13 is molecular diffusivity for species 1 and 3 (H2 and N2,
yp.). This is replaced by D12 for a binary system. However, when
he electrochemical kinetics is combined with the LBM mass trans-
er model, the electrochemically active interfaces maintain discrete
uxes, which are dependent upon the local properties and condi-
ions. As a result, the mass non-dimensional molar flux is defined
ocally for each flux calculated by the electrochemistry model such
hat:

∗(x, y) =
�J(x, y) · L
CT · D13

=  · �J(x, y) (23)

here J̄(x, y) is the local molar flux vector. Due to the addition of
he electrochemical model, the average molar flux is no longer a
tand-along input parameter. Rather, the fluxes vary with the local
2 and H2O partial pressures and overpotential. In a secondary
anner, local H2 and H2O partial pressures are directly related to

xtensive model properties such as the domain size, total concen-
ration, and diffusivity. Therefore, results will be discussed in terms
f the scalar flux coefficient,  = (L/CT/D13), and the overpotential,
. The scalar flux coefficient,  , represents the resistivity and size
f the domain with respect to mass transfer. These terms are not
ufficient to describe the entire system, but do quantify important
ystem parameters in a manner suitable for consistent evaluation
rrespective of their individual values. It additionally allows for the
omparison and treatment in a manner similar to classical contin-
um mass transport and previous publications.

To better understand the coupled system and verify its imple-
entation, a simple 2D channel is considered. This geometry, which

ould be representative of a single straight pore, is shown in Fig. 4.
constant mole fraction is specified at the inlet (x = 0) and elec-
rochemically active surfaces are set at x = L. Both the active surface
nd inlet run the entire height of the fluid domain (y = 0–H). Bounce-
ack, or zero diffusive flux, boundary conditions are applied on the
alls at y = 0 and y = H. Electrochemical reactions occur only at the

ctive surface.
H2O at the active boundary. The red boundary line is provided to guide the eye and
was defined using Fick’s law with the Faradaic flux determined for each solution at
the active boundary.

For this geometry, the detailed electrochemical kinetics is cou-
pled with the LBM mass transfer model, which is allowed to
equilibrate based upon the applied overpotential, scalar flux coef-
ficient,  , and the applied boundary conditions. In this study, a
conceptual mixture of H2 and H2O is considered and the inlet mole
fractions are varied for constant scalar flux coefficients. This LBM
model is then compared to mass transfer calculated using 1D Fick’s
law, which is represented by the solid lines in Fig. 4. The Fick’s law
calculations are obtained by using the averaged molar flux calcu-
lated by the electrochemical portion of the coupled LBM model once
the solution is converged. The agreement for the two systems pro-
vides verification of the implementation. A 500 mV overpotential is
consistently used so that the effects of can be understood in more
detail. The results presented in Fig. 4 are plotted as a change in H2
mole fraction from the pore inlet to the active wall. This difference
is plotted versus the H2 mole fraction at the pore inlet.

There are several significant observations that can be made con-
cerning the results provided in Fig. 4. It is first noted that when
sufficient H2 is present, there is a change in H2 mole fraction within
the channel that follows an asymptotic trend (e.g.�xH2 → const.).
This occurs because there is sufficient H2 at the active boundary
to consistently propagate through the electrochemical oxidation
reactions in this regime. The ability for a sufficient H2 supply at
this boundary is both a function of its inlet concentration as well
as the scalar flux coefficient, , which describes the effective mass
transfer resistivity and size of the domain. However, as the inlet
H2 mole fractions are decreased and/or the scalar flux coefficient,
 , is increased, the active boundaries begin to become starved of
H2 and the electrochemical reaction rates slow. In this instance,
there is no longer sufficient H2 available for adsorption and subse-
quent electrochemical reactions; this results in the electrochemical
model being rate-limiting. As seen in Fig. 4, the change in H2

mole fraction approaches zero as concentration losses dominate
the system. The region between these two limits is a region where
both the mass transfer and the electrochemical surface reactions
are significant. This ability to capture both the mass transfer and
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ig. 5. Six phenomenological structures were considered in this study. These struc
anging from 25% to 50%. The geometric files are comprised of 151×151 lattice po
or all analyses performed in this study.

lectrochemical limitations is critical for understanding fuel cell
peration.

.3. Coupled electrochemical kinetics and mass transfer in
onceptual SOFC interlayer

With a preliminary understanding of the coupled LBM and elec-
rochemical kinetics model, it is pertinent to apply them to a
epresentative system to better understand their effect. To pur-
ue such an effort, we consider six conceptual structures, which
re shown in Fig. 5. These structures have previously been used
o demonstrate the coupled effect between porosity and flux (i.e.
urrent density) on concentration losses for a typical SOFC anode
33]. Here, we perform a more detailed investigation. At this time,
hese structures are treated as being representative of a 10 �m
lectrochemically active interlayer in a SOFC anode. The solid/pore
nterfaces are treated as being electrochemically active. We con-
ider x = 0 �m as being the anode support/interlayer interface and

= 10 �m as the anode interlayer/electrolyte interface. We refer to

he x-direction (i.e. left to right) as the primary transport direction
nd the transverse y-direction (i.e. top to bottom) as the span-
ise direction. In this study, all local fluxes in the LBM model are
escribed using Eq. (23) and are scaled using a non-dimensional

able 2
hermodynamic and structural properties considered for parametric study.

Property Value

Porosity, ε 25%→50%
Overpotential, � 10→500 mV
TPB length, LTPB 3×1013 m−2

Active width, wactive 20 nm
Representative volume length, LRVE 10 �m
Temperature, T 973, K
Total pressure, PT 101.325, kPa
Total concentration, CT 12.525, mol m−

Diffusivities,
[
DH2,H2O,DH2,N2 ,DN2,H2O

]
[6.65, 5.44, 1.91

Equilibrium mole fractions
[
xEq.

H2
, xEq.

H2O, x
Eq.
N2

]
[0.500, 0.200, 0

Active region mole fraction
[
x0

H2
, x0

H2O, x
0
N2

]
[0.333, 0.333, 0
, from [33], are comprised from the same initial structure and maintain porosities
hese structures are considered as a 10 �m×10 �m section of the anode interlayer

electrochemical parameter A*,

A∗ = (LTPB ·wactive · LRVE)RVE−Phys.

= Acoef

(
Nactive · ALU ·

Nx
NxNzNz

)
RVE−LBM

(24)

which accounts for the number of electrochemically active nodes
in the LBM model, and scales that area with an input three-phase-
boundary length, LTPB in m−2, active width from the TPB, wactive in
m, and the Representative Volume Element (RVE) length, LRVE in m.
Again, the RVE length is set as the entire 10 �m interlayer. In Eq.
(24), Acoef is a calculated scaling parameter that is used in the LBM
model to ensure A* maintains an appropriate magnitude. While
the TPB length and electrochemically active width can be param-
eterized using detailed characterizations and/or approaches like
percolation theory, they were held constant in this study [42–45].
This was purposely done so the effects of the porosity, overpo-
tential, and kinetics could be verified, understood, and explored

in detail. The properties considered in this study are provided in
Table 2, which includes references that were used to estimate the
appropriate magnitude of these parameters.

A key assumption made in the present study is that a constant
overpotential, �, is applied to the entire interlayer. It is treated as

Notes and references

Parameterized
Parameterized [3,16]
[23–25,46]
[26,28,46]
Interlayer [1,3,14,46]
[3,6,14,16]
[3,6,14,16]

3 Ideal gas law

], cm2 s−1 Chapman-Enskog [48]

.300] Assumed

.334] Assumed
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Fig. 6. (a) The local electronic current density, iel, resulting from the Faradaic portion of the electrochemical oxidation kinetics are shown as a function of position within
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he 10 �m active region is shown, for a 200 mV overpotential. Trends for six concep
he net volume-specific Faradaic current density as a function of position for the s
irection (left to right in the x-direction) with the span-wise variations (y-directio
rrow. Additional parameters used for this study are provided in Table 2.

n independent input parameter. This is undoubtedly an approxi-
ation that has substantial impact on the local fluxes predicted by

he electrochemical kinetics models. Because the overpotential is
elated to the local difference in electronic and ionic potentials, the
arge ionic resistivity of the YSZ phase will undoubtedly force a non-
inear Faradaic current density with larger overpotentials near the
node/electrolyte interface where the ionic current density is larger
nd yet-to-be electrochemically neutralized. Detailed descriptions
f the electronic and ionic charge carriers are necessary to capture
hese effects, some preliminary efforts by the authors to account
or these details have been reported and will be explored in more
etail in future studies [22]. Several other groups have also cap-
ured these types of details with unique computational approaches
13,26,30,46,47].

With an understanding of the implication of the assumptions
sed in the present model, a parametric study is performed. Begin-
ing with Fig. 6, the electronic current density, which is defined
s a function of the position along the primary transport direc-
ion, can be interpreted through the integration the volume-specific
aradaic current density along the primary transport direction,

el(x) = i0el(x = L)−
x∫
x=L

⎡
⎣ 1
H

y=H∫
y=0

i〈v〉F (x, y) · dy

⎤
⎦ · dx (25)

here it is averaged over the transverse, or span-wise, direction
hrough an initial integration. In Eq. (25), i0el(x = L), is consistently
efined as zero in this study, representing the anode/electrolyte

nterface. If a region away from this interface were considered,
t could be set to a constant value. This would necessitate fluxes
eing specified at nodes along this boundary according to Fara-
ay’s law. This would be treated in a manner that is consistent with
ethods that have already been reported [33,38,39]. Also in Fig. 6,

he volume-specific Faradaic current density, and H2 mole frac-
ion variations are shown for the six phenomenological structures
hown at a 200 mV overpotential, with the properties provided in
able 2. In Fig. 6, several interesting observations can be made.
irst, Fig. 6a, shows that the electronic current density is rather
onsistent for all six structures considered. As expected, it is zero
t x = 10 �m, which represents the anode/electrolyte interface. It
ncreases rather linearly from x = 10 �m to x = 0 �m, as is confirmed

y a rather flat spectrum of the Faradaic current density for all of
he structures in Fig. 6b. The consistency in the electronic current
ensity and the Faradaic current density is the result of several
actors. First, without a parallel description of the charge transfer
rocesses and consistent electrochemical structural properties (i.e.
ructures with a porosity ranging from 25% to 50% are shown. Similarly (b) provides
ases. Finally, (c) provides the mean H2 mole fractions along the primary transport
presented with scatter-bars. The direction of increasing porosity is noted with an

LTPB and wactive), the porosity does not influence these properties as
would be expected. This observation suggests that these effects will
need to be captured in future studies and should have a key impact
on how the system behaves in trying to replicate the actual SOFC
behavior. However, this result also provides a qualitative validation
to the coupled model. As observed in Fig. 6c, the active region inlet
mole fractions were also held consistent, irrespective of the geom-
etry being considered. Because small variations in H2 mole fraction
are observed for all of the studies performed, this result is not
only expected but also provides a verification of consistent imple-
mentation for all of the considered structures. Comparing to the
observations in made with respect to Fig. 4, this effect is analogous
to a region where a constant scalar flux coefficient,  , is consid-
ered (e.g. between the systems), and there is sufficient H2 that the
kinetics is not concentration limited. Despite the rather consistent
Faradaic current densities noted in Fig. 6, Fig. 6c demonstrates the
effect that the porosity has on the mass transfer processes. In Fig. 6c,
the mean H2 mole fraction along the primary transport direction
is provided for each structure. The scatter-bars represent the span-
wise variation in mole fraction (i.e. along the y-direction). While
the absolute changes in H2 mole fraction are small due to the small
geometric size, the changes in the H2 gradient substantially vary
with decreasing porosity. Further, we expect larger H2 mole frac-
tion variation when a parallel description of the charge transfer
processes and consistent electrochemical structural properties are
considered due to their dependence on coupled geometric, trans-
port, and kinetic properties.

Because the structure with a porosity of 25% maintained the
largest mole fraction gradients at a 200 mV overpotential, Fig. 7
takes a closer look at this result. In Fig. 7, the scalar distributions of
the H2, H2O, and N2 mole fractions are shown in Fig. 7a–c, respec-
tively. As expected, H2 is consumed while H2O is generated in the
primary (x) transport direction. Interestingly, N2 also varies along
the primary transport direction with the reason given below. Fig. 7d
provides the mean mole fractions along the primary transport
direction with the scatter-bars representing the span-wise vari-
ation for this study. Recasting these results with the use of a non-
dimensional excess variable similar to those used in radiation heat
transfer, Fig. 7e provides a consistent non-dimensional represen-
tation of these results. The non-dimensional excess variable for H2,

min
�H2 (x) = 100% ·
xH2 (x)− xH2

xmax
H2
− xmin

H2

(26)

where the maximum and minimum mole fractions can be defined
anywhere in the domain and similar forms can be shown for H2O
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ig. 7. The LBM mass transport and electrochemical kinetics model is used to stud
he local (a) H2, (b) H2O, and (c) N2 mole fractions are presented. (d) The average
epresenting the maximum and minimum span-wise (y-direction) variation. (e) Th

nd N2. In Fig. 7e, the electrochemically inert N2 follows the H2
rend due to the larger molecular weight H2O trying to diffuse out
f the system and is consistent with traditional Stefan–Maxwell
ransport theory [48].

With a detailed understanding of the effect of the porosity on the
oupled kinetics and transport processes, the applied overpotential
s varied for the structures maintaining a porosity of 25%, 35%, and
5%, respectively. Overpotentials of �= 10, 100, 200, 300, 400, and

00 mV are considered for each of these structures, again using the
roperties reported in Table 2. The results of this study are pre-
ented in Fig. 8, where the electronic current density and H2 mole
raction variation is reported in the three structures, respectively,
or each considered overpotential.
effect of the 25% porosity structure on mass transport at �= 200 mV overpotential.
fractions along the primary transport direction (x-direction) with the scatter-bars
lt is recast as an excess variable, Eq. (26) describing the localized percent variation.

In Fig. 8a, the cumulative electronic current density increases
with increasing overpotential, which is noted by the arrow. While
not visible in this figure, the 10 mV overpotential actually shows a
negative electronic and Faradaic current density near x = 10 �m and
thus a net production of H2 from H2O. The reason for unusual result
is that while a consistent interlayer mole fraction is prescribed in
all of the discussed studies, an equilibrium mole fraction is nec-
essary for describing the equilibrium surface coverage values in

the electrochemical kinetics model. Naturally, in a whole cell, this
should be the value at the fuel channel inlet under open circuit
conditions. To this effect, Table 2 notes the mole fractions pre-
scribed at the fuel channel. In an actual system the inlet at the anode
support/interlayer interface would be dictated by the operational
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Fig. 8. (a) The characteristic electronic current density resulting from the Faradaic electrochemical processes within the considered structures as a function of the overpo-
tential, �. The local variations in H2 mole with increasing overpotential for the geometric structures maintaining a porosity, ε, of (b) 25%, (c) 35%, and (d) 45% are shown
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s a function of the position along the primary transport direction (x-direction). Th
catter-bars representing the maximum and minimum mole fractions observed in
onditions used are provided in Table 2. The arrows indicate the direction of increa

onditions, structure, etc. In this study the channel equilibrium
nd interlayer inlet were fixed and a gradient was present. At a
ow overpotential, this difference in equilibrium and inlet mole
ractions resulted in the cathodic branch of the electrochemical
inetics to overtake the anodic ones and the numeric model pre-
icted an electrolysis-type condition. This suggests the importance
f coupling the model with more-general cell-level models for
he prediction of boundary conditions at the RVE level for future
tudies. While the present case is an artifact, it demonstrates the
etailed predictive capability of the approach.

Returning to Fig. 8a, at a higher overpotential, the cumula-
ive electronic current density begins to approach an asymptote.
ndoubtedly, this is linked to the surface kinetics in the elec-

rochemically model saturating with an OH− surface species and
eing unable to support further electrochemical oxidation. Mov-

ng to Fig. 8b–d, increasing H2 mole fraction gradients occur with
ncreased overpotential and/or decreased porosity. Again, mean
alues along the primary transport direction are reported for the
tructures with (Fig. 8b) 25%, (Fig. 8c) 35%, and (Fig. 8d) 45% poros-
ty. Scatter-bars represent the maximum and minimum span-wise
ariations in mole fraction and arrows are used to indicate the
irection of increasing overpotential. The dependence on porosity

nd overpotential is noted, where the variations in H2 mole fraction
ollow ε= 45% < 35% < 25% for each overpotential, �, due to changes
n the area available for transport. However, further investigation
f the impact of a correlation between the porosity (i.e. or phase
olume fraction), respective cross-sections for the charge transfer
rage H2 mole fractions are shown for the three geometries, respectively, with the
an-wise direction (y-direction). The thermodynamic and structural properties and
verpotential in each of the sub-figures.

processes, and the electrochemically active area will be necessary
in future studies to better understand these effects.

The final study considered for this work is an examination of
the effect of the onset of concentration limited reaction kinetics.
To explore these effects, the H2 mole fraction at the interlayer inlet
(i.e. x = 0), is set from a values consistent with Table 2 (x0

H2
= 0.333),

to a value approaching zero (x0
H2
= 0.001). The interlayer inlet H2O

mole fraction is varied to compensate for the changes in H2 mole
fraction and the N2 mole fractions is held consistently at 0.334 at the
inlet. The equilibrium mole fractions at the channel remain consis-
tent with those reported in Table 2. An overpotential of �= 400 mV
is set and the same structures that were used in Fig. 8 are used.

The effect of the decreased H2 concentrations has on the coupled
kinetics and mass transfer processes are shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a,
the electronic current density resulting from the Faradaic processes
is shown in the structure maintaining a 25% porosity for interlayer
inlet H2 mole fractions of (x0

H2
= 0.001–0.333).As the inlet H2 mole

fraction continues to increases, the kinetics becomes relatively con-
sistent. However, at lower inlet H2 mole fractions, the kinetics are
impeded by the reduced H2 concentration and the Faradaic con-
sumption of H2 is reduced. It is important to note that these studies
are performed at constant overpotential, and therefore concentra-

tion losses translate into a reduction being observed in the Faradaic
processes. As the inlet H2 mole fraction approaches x0

H2
= 0.100

and above, consistent results are observed as mass transfer effects
no longer have a prominent effect in the oxidation kinetics (i.e.
there is sufficient H2 available). Similar trends can be shown for
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Fig. 9. The effect of concentration limitations in the interlayer at a constant �= 400 mV overpotential. Equilibrium mole fractions are kept consistent with Table 2 and the N2

mole fraction is held constant in all studies of, 0.334. (a) The electronic current density is shown along the primary transport direction for the structure with a porosity of 25%,
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, approaching zero. (b) The ma
espectively, as a function of the interlayer inlet H2 mole fraction. Changes in mean
pan-wise (y-direction) variations for the structures with a porosity of (c) 25%, (d) 3
ith arrows.

he remaining structures. This point is further conveyed in Fig. 9b,
here the net electronic current density generated in the interlayer

egion is plotted as a function of the H2 mole fraction prescribed at
he interlayer inlet, where trends for the structures with a poros-
ty of 25%, 35%, and 45%, respectively, are shown. Again, at higher
nlet mole fractions, consistent results are observed; however, at
ower inlet H2 mole fractions, there is a substantial decrease in the
lectronic current density produced for any of the structures.

Moving to Fig. 9c through Fig. 9e, a variation parameter is plot-
ed for the structures with a porosity of (Fig. 9c) 25%, (Fig. 9d) 35%,
nd (Fig. 9e) 45%, for the considered inlet H2 mole fractions for
he interlayer region. This parameter, considers the average change
n H2 mole fraction within the structures. It is calculated by sub-
racting the average mole fraction from the value prescribed at the
nterlayer inlet (i.e. x0

H2
− xH2 (x)), where the bar indicates that the

ole fraction is averaged over the span-wise direction so that it
s only a function of the primary transport direction, x. As before,
he scatter-bars for each trend represent the maximum/minimum
pan-wise variations. In Fig. 9c through Fig. 9e, the effects of the
oncentration limitation are observed. At the lower inlet H2 mole
ractions, there are smaller mean variations. Further, as this inlet H2

ole fraction is increased, the variations increase until there is suf-
cient H2 that concentration limitations due to mass transfer play
minor role. Because of the reduced mass transport cross-sections

n the structures with a lower porosity, these effects are amplified
t lower the lower porosities.

. Conclusions
A coupled electrochemical kinetics and LBM mass transfer
odel has been developed, verified, and discussed for the electro-

hemical oxidation of gas phase hydrogen and water in a porous
i–YSZ cermet anode. This model is suitable for use in the examina-
m electronic current density for the structures with a porosity of 25%, 35%, and 45%,
le fraction are shown with scatter-bars representing the maximum and minimum

d (e) 45%. The direction of the increasing H2 mole fraction in the interlayer is noted

tion of combined effects in electrochemically active regions of the
SOFC anode. Specific attention is paid to the details of the imple-
mentation and coupling of the electrochemical kinetics with the
LBM mass transfer model.

After validation of the electrochemical kinetic and mass transfer
sub-models, the coupled model was used to study a single 2D pore.
The interplay of electrochemistry and mass transfer is observed on
a conceptual basis and demonstrated the effects of concentration
limitations on the electrochemical kinetics at constant overpoten-
tial.

The model is then applied to six conceptual structures with
porosities ranging from 25% to 50%. These structures were used
to represent an anodic interlayer. These studies considered dis-
tributions of electrochemically active sits, which were fit in a
non-dimensional manner to consistent parametric descriptions of
a system. Parametric studies of the effects of the applied overpo-
tential, porosity, and hydrogen mole fraction at the inlet of the
interlayer were considered. All studies were performed assuming a
constant overpotential. The constant overpotential is identified as a
limiting feature of the present system, due to the large resistivity of
the YSZ phase and an inability to account for the coupled transport
processes. While detailed descriptions of the structure, phase paths,
and their interfaces are necessary for appropriate treatment of the
problem, treatment of these issues and parameterized descriptions
of the dense structures will be considered (e.g. such as through
percolation theory) in future studies. Additionally, the linking of
localized details captured by representative volumes with the LBM
will be coupled to larger cell-level models for the prescription and

refinement of boundary conditions. This will ensure validity of the
considered cases.

While the parametric studies presented in this work demon-
strated some interesting predictive capabilities with high spatial
fidelity, the overall goal of this work is to report the methods used
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or coupling the mass transfer and electrochemical kinetic systems,
erify its implementation, and demonstrate their use. To that end,
uture studies will consider more rigorous scenarios, structures,
nd validation with respect to experimental findings in real sys-
ems. Additionally, updates to the electrochemical mechanisms to
nsure thermodynamic consistency of the kinetics will be made.
till, with the computational power to describe parallel transport
nd electrochemical reaction processes within details of the SOFC
node micro- to nano-structure, promises to provide an advanced
nderstanding of processes inhibiting their performance and pro-
oting degradation effects.
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ppendix A. Lattice Boltzmann method for
ulticomponent diffusion

The details of the multi-component lattice Boltzmann method
LBM) being used in this work have been previously published in
ull detail [33,38,39]. An abbreviated discussion is provided here
or clarity and completeness. Interested readers are directed to the
revious publications. The multi-component LBM uses a different

attice speed (DLS) multi-species model that has been extended
rom the original two-species works of Luo and Girimaji as well
s McCracken and Abraham [36,37]. The method is suitable for
odeling mass transfer in complex structures because of the high

onvergence and mesh integrity that results from the kinetic basis
f the method [38,41,49]. The LBM uses a regular mesh provid-
ng the ability to implement boundary conditions in an ad-hock

anner as was shown in Fig. 2. This means that the method does
ot maintain the difficulties in meshing complex structures and
eometries that plague other methods. It should be noted, that as
hown here, the LBM is bound to the continuum limit. Further, it can
e shown to recover the continuum transport equations [50–52].
owever, because the method is a direct implementation of the
oltzmann equation, it should be tractable to extend it to the tran-
ition and non-continuum transfer regimes that find merit in the
OFC transport problem. This is an active area of research and some
ecent works have shown the ability to recover these processes [39].
he work presented here is found on continuum theory for a ternary
ransport problem.

The numerical scheme employs a discrete time marching
cheme that uses the individual species densities, species velocities,
ixture density, and mass averaged velocity as the independent

ariables. These quantities are determined by performing moment
losure schemes on the particle velocity distribution function (PDF).
he PDF, f i˛, can be defined for every species ‘i’ moving in direction

with a velocity vector of
−→
ei˛ . The PDF is determined at each lattice

oint, �x, and time t. The solution is completed over a numerical grid
hat is comprised of discrete and regularly spaced lattice points. The
DF is solved at each lattice point on a species-by-species basis by

mposing streaming and collision steps, comprising the discretized
orm of the Boltzmann transport equation. In combined form, these
teps yield,

i
˛(�x +

−→
ei˛, t +�t)− f i˛(�x, t) =˝i˛ (A1)
urces 195 (2010) 2331–2345

where ˝i˛ is a collision integral representing self and multi-
component diffusion processes and the difference between PDF
terms represents the streaming process required to update the
local field. For the two-dimensional, nine-directional (D2Q9) lat-
tice model, the streaming velocity is fixed for the first species that
must also be the lightest species. These velocities are defined in
non-dimensional form.

e1
0 = (0,0) e1

1 = (1,0) e1
2 = (1,1)

e1
3 = (0,1) e1

4 = (−1,1) e1
5 = (−1,0)

e1
6 = (−1,−1) e1

7 = (0,−1) e1
8 = (1,−1)

(A2)

Employing the DLS scheme, the heavier species use these
streaming velocities as a reference frame [37,38]. Using an isother-
mal assumption, it can be resolved that the streaming velocities can
be found,

−→
e2
˛ =
−→
e1
˛

√
MW1

MW2

−→
e3
˛ =
−→
e1
˛

√
MW1

MW3
(A3)

where MWi represents the molecular weight of species i. Because
of these different streaming velocities, the second and third species
will stream off of the lattice grid set using the first, lightest species.
To reconcile this difference in streaming conditions for the heav-
ier species, bilinear interpolation is applied to interpolate the PDF
quantities. This provides the values for the second and third species
corresponding to the locations of the original lattice grid [37,38].

The macroscopic transport properties, namely the concentra-
tions, densities and the velocities, are obtained by completing
moment closures on the PDF quantities. The number density for
species i, ni, is obtained by,

ni =
8∑
˛=0

f i˛ (A4)

at any given lattice point. The total system number density can then
be obtained by summing across species.

n = n1 + n2 + n3 (A5)

To convert number density into a mass density of species i, �i,
and net density, �, the molecular weight of species i is employed,

�i =MWi · ni (A6)

� = �1 + �2 + �3 (A7)

where the appropriate molar conversions have been completed.
Similarly, the species velocities −→ui can be determined using a

second moment closure,

ni · −→ui =
8∑
˛=0

f i˛ ·
−→
ei˛ (A8)

where this component velocity, along with a mass averaged
velocity and component number densities, will be used in the
equilibrium distribution function that is a discretized form of a
Maxwellian distribution. A second species velocity,

−→
u′i , is used to

compute the mole fluxes in addition to the flux and concentration
boundary conditions that are used in this study,

4ni ·
−→
u′i=

(
4− 1

�ij
− 1
�ik

) 8∑
˛=0

f i˛ ·
−→
ei˛+

(
1
�ij
+ 1
�ik

) 8∑
˛=0

f i,eq
˛ ·

−→
ei˛

(A9)
−→
Ji = ni ·

−→
u′i (A10)

where �ij is the relaxation parameter, f i,eq
˛ the equilibrium distri-

bution for species i in direction ˛, and −→Ji is the species molar flux
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ector. Prior to discussion of the equilibrium distribution and relax-
tion parameter, the standard mass average velocity is defined.

· �u = �1 · −→u1 + �2 · −→u2 + �3 · −→u3 (A11)

Using the individual species velocities, mass average velocity,
nd species number densities, the equilibrium distribution function
hat represents the Maxwellian distribution is shown as,

i,eq
˛ = ω˛ni

[
1+
−→
ei˛ · �u
c2
s,i

+ (
−→
ei˛ · �u)

2

2c4
s,i

− �u · �u
2c2
s,i

]
(A12)

i(0)
˛ = f i,eq

˛

[
1+ (

−→
ei˛ − �u) · (−→ui − �u)

c2
s,i

]
(A13)

hereω˛ are weight functions arising from the discretization pro-
ess and cs,i is the non-dimensional speed of sound for species i:

0 =
4
9

;ω1 = ω3 = ω5 = ω7 =
1
9

;ω2 = ω4 = ω6 = ω8 =
1

36
(A14)

s,1 =
1√
3
, cs,2 = cs,1 ·

√
MW1

MW2
, cs,3 = cs,1 ·

√
MW1

MW3
(A15)

The weight functions are unique for individual lattice configu-
ations. The unique speed of sound for the individual species is a
esult of the DLS approach and required for consistent definition
ithin the LBM structure.

With the equilibrium distribution functions, the collision pro-
esses are determined. As shown in Eq. (A1), the collision terms
re treated on a species-by-species basis in direction ˛. This colli-
ion process is broken down into self-collisions, representative of
elf diffusion and bulk-viscous fluid motion, and inter-species colli-
ions that are representative of molecular diffusion processes. As a
esult, for the ternary system, the collision terms take on the form.

˝1
˛ =˝11

˛ +˝12
˛ +˝13

˛ ,
˝2
˛ =˝21

˛ +˝22
˛ +˝23

˛ ,
˝3
˛ =˝31

˛ +˝32
˛ +˝33

˛

(A16)

The self-collision terms can be evaluated as,

ii
˛ = −

(
f i˛ − f i(0)

˛

�i

)
(A17)

nd �i is the viscous relaxation term. The cross-collision terms
epresent collision processes between different species. It is the
ominant collision process in diffusion dominated flow and is
xpressed as.

ij
˛ = −

1
�ij

(�j
�

)
f i,eq
˛

c2
s,1

(
−→
ei˛ −−→u ) · (−→ui −−→uj ) (A18)

Following a complex hydrodynamic closure scheme, the cross-
ollision relaxation terms can be correlated to diffusion coefficients
y the expression,

ij =
� · P

n2 ·MWi ·MWj
·
(
�ij −

1
2

)
(A19)

here the total pressure in this expression, P, is consistent with
hat from kinetic theory,

2 2 2
= �1 · cs,1 + �2 · cs,2 + �3 · cs,3 (A20)

nd using Eqs. (A20) and (A15) it is shown that,

= MW1 · n
3

(A21)
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Following the manipulation of Eqs. (A19–A21), the cross-
collision relaxation term at discrete lattice points can be found on
the basis of specified diffusivities.

�ij =
1
2
+ 3Dij

MWi ·MWj

M1

(
n

�

)
(A22)

At this point it should be noted that to maintain numeric sta-
bility with the LBM, both �ij and �i require to be on the order of
unity. Given the system constraints, non-dimensional scaling is
used to maintain this requirement and model physically relevant
processes. This has been standard practice within the LBM method-
ology. The details of the scaling are provided within the body of the
text during discussion of implementation of the models.

Appendix B. Implementation of the LBM boundary
conditions

Implementation of discrete Neumann and Dirichlet boundary
conditions at specific boundary nodes is necessary for the imple-
mentation of the electrochemical kinetics model within the LBM
mass transfer framework. Fig. B1 provides a conceptual schematic
of the types of structures that boundary conditions are necessary
for. In Fig. B1, the dark region can either represent the edge of a
Dirichelt boundary (e.g. an inlet) and/or a region of the dense mate-
rials. Depending upon its numeric identification, as discussed with
Fig. 2, all of the dense regions will either be considered as imperme-
able or as electrochemically active with an empirical correction for
a mean field description of the system’s electrochemical interface
(i.e. TPB length and active width from the TPB). Treatment of these
boundary conditions is necessary.

We begin this discussion with the description of a Dirichelt con-
dition, for geometry comparable to that shown in Fig. B1a. This
discussion is limited to the 2D, 9-direciton LBM representation,
but is readily extended to multiple dimensions. In the studies per-
formed, concentrations are specified for the pore regions along the
domain inlet. The Dirichlet boundary condition associated with this
property has previously been reported by the authors [38]. For con-
sistency a brief description is provided here. In short, the particle
velocity equation, Eq. (A9), is used in a manner resembling that first
introduced by Zou and He [53]. To this effect, we introduce a base
velocity correction for each species, u′

i
= −→ui

√
Mi/M1, and

4n · u′x = (4− �) ·
[
(f i1 + f i2 + f i8)− (f i4 + f i5 + f i6)

]
+� ·

[
(f i(eq)

1 + f i(eq)
2 + f i(eq)

8 )− (f i(eq)
4 + f i(eq)

5 + f i(eq)
6 )

]
(B1)

4n · u′y = (4− �) ·
[
(f i2 + f i3 + f i4)− (f i6 + f i7 + f i8)

]
+� ·

[(
f2
i(eq) + f3i(eq) + f4i(eq)

)
− (f i(eq)

6 + f i(eq)
7 + f i(eq)

8 )
]

(B2)

where (eq) denotes the equilibrium PDF values in the noted PDF
direction, as defined by Eq. (A12). A relaxation parameter, ϕ, which
for a 3-species mixture is defined as,

� =
(

1
�ij
+ 1
�ik

)
(B3)
where �ij represents the diffusive relaxation times. Using Eqs.
(B1–B3) with the number density moment equation, Eq. (A4),
the unknown PDF values can be determined. In practice, the
x-component of the particle density is specified for defining a con-
centration boundary node at x = 0. This leaves unknown PDF values
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Fig. B1. Boundary condition schematics: (a) flat b

f f i1, f
i
2, and f i8 at x = 0 with a normal facing in the positive direc-

ion into the domain. Through some manipulation,

f i1 + f i2 + f i8) = ni − (f i0 + f i3 + f i4 + f i5 + f i6 + f i7) (B4)

(f i1 + f i2 + f i8) = (f i4 + f i5 + f i6)

+

[
4n · u′x−�

[
(f i(eq)

1 + f i(eq)
2 + f i(eq)

8 )− (f i(eq)
4 + f i(eq)

5 + f i(eq)
6 )

]
(4− �)

]
(B5)

f i2 − f i8) = f i6 + f i7 − f i3 − f i4

+

[
4n · u′y − �

[
(f i(eq)

2 + f i(eq)
3 + f i(eq)

4 )− (f i(eq)
6 + f i(eq)

7 + f i(eq)
8 )

]
(4− �)

]
(B6)

here Eqs. (B4–B6) are used to show that the number density can
e determined as a function of the particle velocity. Defining f i1 with
he Zou and He approach [53],

1
i = f5i +

(
f1
i(eq) − f5i(eq)

)
= f5i +

2n · −→ux
9C2
s,i

(B7)

here the mass average velocity is used in Eq. (B7). Substituting
q. (B7) into Eq. (B6),

f i2 + f i8) = f i4f i6 −
2n · �ux
9C2
s,i

+

[
4n · �u′x − �

[
(f i(eq)

2 + f i(eq)
3 + f i(eq)

4 )− (f i(eq)
6 + f i(eq)

7 + f i(eq)
8 )

]
(4− �)

]
(B8)

here all PDF values, and thus the number density or concentra-
ion, and momentum moments are closed for the system.

The Neumann or flux boundaries can be defined by using the
ame system of equations as the Dirichlet boundaries. The primary
ifference is that the particle velocities are explicitly defined for
he system of equations rather than the concentration.

In the 2D, 9-direction lattice used in this study, this system of
quations can be derived for the 4-normal directions corresponding
o the Cartesian x- and y-directions. Because the electrochemical
xidation kinetics mechanism is used to define a unique flux at each
iscrete node which is defined as active, the velocity is a function of

he location within the geometry in this study. However, as shown
n Fig. B1b and c, the rectangular LBM grid also requires treatment
f four concave and four convex boundaries. A similar development
o those shown for the Cartesian directions can be shown for the
onvex boundaries, with the appropriate weighting functions. The

[

[

[
[

ary; (b) convex boundary; (c) concave boundary.

PDF in the directions tangent to each respective corner is allowed
to propagate and relax without manipulation from the boundary
condition, but the general procedure is consistent. Concave bound-
aries, like that in Fig. B1c, are indeterminate in the present scheme
and limited to a bounce-back, or zero flux condition. It is possi-
ble to do flux extrapolation and correction to neighboring nodes
based upon an area weighting; however, this is not considered
in the present study. Bounce-back boundary conditions have been
previously discussed [38].
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